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Twitter sentiment was revealed, along with
popularity of Egypt-related subjects and
tweeter influence on the 2011 revolution.
By Alok Choudhary, William Hendrix,
Kathy Lee, Diana Palsetia, and Wei-keng Liao

Social Media
Evolution of
the Egyptian
Revolution
The 2011 Egyptian revolution, which drew inspiration

from protests in Tunisia and led to widespread antigovernment uprisings throughout North Africa and
the Middle East, began with protests on January
25, 2011, culminating February 11, 2011 with the
resignation of President Hosni Mubarak.1 The protests
and the revolution and their reflection in social media
garnered enormous worldwide media attention.
While some analysts said social media like Twitter
and Facebook were not critical to the revolution,4
others, including a number of activists on the scene,
credit social media with helping the movement
achieve critical mass.2,3 Whatever role Twitter and
other social media played, there is no question that
the protesters, as well as media and journalists, made
extensive use of social networking sites, tweeting and
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texting on the protests, with the
messages read and commented on
by people around the world. In this
sense, the stream of tweets represents an enormous, unfiltered history of events from a multitude of perspectives, as well as an opportunity to
characterize the revolution’s events
and emotions.

key insights
 S calable analytics helps make sense of

the influence on and outcome of largescale social and political events, as they
unfold.

 A dvanced algorithms for sentiment and
response analysis helps differentiate
behavior patterns of groups within
different communities.

 T witter discussion on the Egyptian

revolution was much different from
other Twitter discussions in terms of
who was tweeting and what was said.

Photogra ph by Dyl a n Ma rt inez/Reuters

We set out to weigh more than
800,000 tweets on topics related to
the revolution so we could present
our analysis here from three different perspectives:a First, how sentiment evolved in response to unfolding events; how the most influential
tweeters and popular tweets shed
light on the most influential Twitter
users and what types of tweets reverberated most strongly; and how user
sentiment and follower relationships
relate in terms of dynamic social network characteristics and sentiment.
Using these metrics, we compared
Egypt-related topics during the revolution to other popular early-2011
trending topics (such as politics,
sports, and entertainment) (see the
sidebar “Pulse of a Revolution”).
a http://www.pulseofthetweeters.com

Evolving Emotion
To get a sense of how Twitter activity reflected the events of the revolution, we
selected six Egypt-related topics that
trended at least three days during the
period January 25–February 11, 2011,
where a trending topic was a subject
identified by Twitter that notably increased how much it was discussed.5
We also selected topics that trended
several times to see how conversations
developed in response to the events of
the revolution.
We collected thousands to hundreds of thousands of tweets for each
day Egypt-related topics were trending
and assessed the sentiment of daily
tweets. We classified the sentiment
for each tweet as positive, negative, or
neutral based on a sentiment-analysis
technique described by Zhang et al.6 As
Twitter does not require users provide

their geographical location, we were
unable to isolate the tweets coming
from within Egypt itself.
Figure 1a lists the volume of tweets
per day, Figure 1b lists cumulative
tweets, and Table 1 outlines some of
the revolution’s major events, along
with the number of tweets and the average sentiment for four Egypt-related
Twitter topics. Note that we collected
this data in real time in our lab for all
trending topics available from Twitter.
The first day the topics trended coincided with the January 25 “Day of
Rage” protest in Cairo’s Tahrir Square,
with the Cairo topic showing mostly
negative sentiment at the time. On
January 27, the Egyptian government
began limiting access to social media
and the Internet within the country’s
national network. Later, many of the
tweets were likely tweeted from out-
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tweets on the topics of “egypt” and
“cairo” and a peak in sentiment on
“egyptians.” Immediately afterward,
the sentiment value for most topics
decreased, possibly due to decreased
interest outside Egypt or the realization that Mubarak would not willingly
step aside as president. The Egyptian
government ended its blockade of

Internet traffic February 2, coinciding with a significant spike in number of tweets and negative sentiment
on the topic of Tahrir. While most
Egypt-related topics stopped trending
February 4, termed by the protesters
the “Day of Departure,” the protests
continued until Mubarak’s eventual
resignation February 11.1 Meanwhile,

cred it t k

side Egypt. Correspondingly, “egypt”
alone trends on January 27, while
“egypt,” “egyptians,” and “cairo” accounted for most of the traffic during
the government-imposed Internet
blackout. On January 29, Mubarak
fired his cabinet and installed Omar
Suleiman as vice president, coinciding with a peak in the number of
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tweets on “hosni_mubarak” became
progressively more negative, so eventually, by February 6, 85% of the tweets
on the topic were negative.

related topics, ranking their influence
based on their follower relationships
and on how tweets propagated through
the follower network.
For each day the topics in Figure 1
were trending, we identified the top
10 most influential users worldwide.
Table 2 lists the people and organizations that influenced these topics

Influencers and Tweets
For a clearer view of Twitter users and
tweets on Egypt, we looked at influential users and tweets on several Egypt-

most, along with a breakdown of influential users in Figure 2a. Many users at the top of these lists belonged to
major news organizations, including
Al Jazeera and CNN, though New Yorkbased Egyptian journalist Mona Eltahawyb established herself as a trusted
b http://www.monaeltahawy.com

Table 1. Events during the revolution reflecting tweet volume compared with sentiment
(per day and cumulatively); positive tweet fraction is the daily or cumulative number of
tweets with positive sentiment divided by number of tweets with positive or negative sentiment. Only dates corresponding to major events are shown; for tweets and sentiment for
each day the topics were trending, see Figure 1; N/T indicates the topic did not trend that
day (daily) or did not yet trend (cumulative).

Positive tweet
fraction

Number of tweets
Date
Jan. 25

Jan. 27

Jan. 29

Feb. 2

Feb. 6

Major Events
"Day of Rage" protests in Cairo
signal start of major changes
in Egypt

Egyptian government begins
limiting Internet access in
Egypt

Mubarak dismisses his cabinet
and appoints Omar Suleiman
as Vice President of Egypt

Egyptian government ends
blocking of Internet access

Egypt-related topics stop
trending on Twitter; Mubarak
resigns Feb. 11

Topic

Daily

Cum.

Daily

Cum.

cairo

6,892

6,892

0.207

0.207

egypt

N/T

N/T

N/T

N/T

hosni_mubarak

N/T

N/T

N/T

N/T

tahrir

N/T

N/T

N/T

N/T

cairo

N/T

39,752

N/T

0.219

egypt

0.267

8,395

8,395

0.267

hosni_mubarak

N/T

N/T

N/T

N/T

tahrir

N/T

3,053

N/T

0.413

cairo

41,049

80,801

0.354

0.315

egypt

237,099 334,612

0.448

0.435

hosni_mubarak

4,670

5,759

0.236

0.251

tahrir

3,776

6,829

0.209

0.376

cairo

15,341

122,575

0.406

0.338

egypt

N/T

418,855

N/T

0.418

hosni_mubarak

N/T

5,759

N/T

0.251

tahrir

68,389

80,616

0.428

0.424

cairo

N/T

152,463

N/T

0.355

egypt

N/T

418,855

N/T

0.418

3,656

12,719

0.145

0.191

N/T

146,439

N/T

0.44

hosni_mubarak
tahrir

Table 2. Top five most influential individuals and organizations tweeting on the Egyptian
revolution, along with number of times each appeared in the daily list of top influencers.

Photogra ph by J onath a n Rasha d

Name

Description

User names (individual count)

Al Jazeera

Count
32

Arabic news channel based
in Doha, Qatar; name
translates as “the island”

AJEnglish (11), Dima_AlJazeera (6),
AJGaza (5), AlanFisher (3), FatimaNaib (3),
mohamed (2), SherineT (2)

CNN

17

American news network
founded by Ted Turner

bencnn (4), cnnbrk (4), CNNLive (3),
natlsecuritycnn (3), vhernandezcnn (3)

Mona Eltahawy

14

Egyptian journalist and
public figure

monaeltahawy (14)

Reuters

14

News agency with
headquarters in London

Reuters (10), JimPathokoukis (4)

The Nation

10

Left-leaning weekly
magazine with
headquarters in New York

jeremyscahill (6), thenation (4)
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Figure 1. Tweet volume (a) and sentiment (b) per day for six topics related to the Egyptian revolution; tweet sentiment was measured in
terms of “positive sentiment fraction,” or the fraction of tweets with positive sentiment.
omar_suleiman
egyptians.
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source, with influence across a number
of topics, and the most influential single user worldwide on Egyptian topics
during the revolution.
We also analyzed the most influential tweets to characterize the simultaneous conversations that were taking
place. We define influential tweets as
those that were frequently “retweeted” or repeated by users to spread a
tweet’s message.
We collected the most frequent
retweets for each day the topics in Figure 1 were trending. In order to develop
an understanding of what these influential tweets were saying, we sampled
the 10 most influential and categorized
them manually. We found most fit into
three main categories: news (updates
on major events), inspirational (humaninterest stories), and humor. Table 3
lists popular tweets from each category,
78
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Figure 2. Breakdown of the most influential users and most frequently retweeted tweets
late January to early February 2011 worldwide; influential users in (a) represent 43% of the
top 10 influencers for the days the Egyptian topics were trending.

(a)
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16%

Mona Eltahawy

11%

The Nation

20%

CNN

16%

Reuters

37%

Al Jazeera

(b)

65%

News

15%

Inspirational

17%

Humor

3%

Other

contributed articles
and Figure 2 outlines the distribution of
these “most popular” tweets.
Almost two-thirds of the most popular tweets on Egypt-related topics
were news, communicating important
updates on unfolding events, while
inspirational and humor tweets each
represented 15%–20% of the popular
tweets. The topic “egyptians” was the
source of more than half of the inspirational tweets.
Not Another Super Bowl
To see how Egypt compared to other
trending Twitter topics, we chose several related and unrelated topics that
trended at the same time across several categories in Figure 3. We chose
them by scanning the topics that
trended during the same period and
selecting those covering four categories—politics, entertainment, sports,
and tech/business—to include other
popular topics during the same period.
For each one, we collected data on the
network of follower relationships between users tweeting on a particular
topic and the sentiment expressed in
the tweets on the topic. We analyzed
aspects of the data for both Egyptian
and non-Egyptian topics to determine
what characteristics of Twitter users
and their tweets separated the Egyptian revolution from other Twitter topics (see Figure 4).
We found that while users tweeting
on Egypt-related topics had more followers tweeting on the same topic, the
clustering coefficient of the follower
networks was lower. The clustering coefficient, or “fraction of transitive triples,” is defined in graph theory as the
fraction of follower relationships with
users in common forming a triangle;
for example, if user A follows user B and
user B follows (or is followed by) user C,
how often does A follow C or vice versa?
Follower networks for the Egyptian topics were essentially less “clique-ish,”
forming fewer tight groups despite having a similar number of follower relationships. This fact suggests the users
tweeting on Egypt-related topics came
from several different social groups
both inside and outside Egypt.
We also found users tweeted more on
average on Egypt-related topics, though
their tweets were much more likely
to be retweets, or echoes of tweets by
other, presumably more authoritative,

Pulse of a Revolution
Our Web site (http://www.pulseofthetweeters.com) has been collecting information
on all trending topics on Twitter since Feb. 2010. Pulse of the Tweeters (see the figure
here) allows users to search trending topics or just scan for topics that are similar to
reveal how tweeters feel about particular topics and provide a breakdown of positive
vs. negative sentiment concerning them, along with total number of tweets. Users also
browse tweeters who have posted on a topic, sorting by influence, number of followers,
and number of tweets. They can also find tweeters’ home pages and most recent tweets
on the topic by clicking on user names.
We gleaned the information on the site through Twitter’s representational state
transfer API to collect daily trending topics, as well as information on all tweets related
to the topic. We continually analyze tweet and user data for sentiment and influence
using techniques we have developed at the Center for Ultra-scale Computing and
Information Science at Northwestern (Alok Choudhary, director).
Pulse of the Tweeters.

users, and more likely to express negative sentiment. With so many tweets on
Egypt-related topics expressed in negative terms, the average user sentiment
for Egypt-related networks (number of
positive tweets minus negative tweets)

was negative, notably unlike the other
categories we considered.
Conclusion
We took an in-depth look at the ways
the Egyptian revolution, late Janu-

Table 3. Example popular tweets.

Category
News

Example tweets
RT @BreakingNews: 3 private jets leave Cairo airport under heavy security;
#Egypt parliament speaker to make major announcement - NBC #Jan25
RT @cnnbrk: Clarification: Key members resign posts in Egypt's ruling party.
Hosni Mubarak remains head of party & president.

Inspirational

RT @paulocoelho: To people in Tahrir Square: We are all Egyptians today/Hoje ns
somos todos egpcios
RT @NickKristof: Here's Nawal el-Saddawi, famed women's leader. She's 80-but
told me she will sleep in #Tahrir. http://twitpic.com/3w5bsc

Humor

RT @TheOnion: Hosni Mubarak Reaches Out To Twitter Followers For Ideas
On How To Keep Regime Intact #Egypt #jan25
RT @pourmecoffee: Egyptians camped out in Cairo. For Americans, think of it
as like the release of new Apple product if Apple made freedom.
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ary to early February 2011, was discussed and debated as they unfolded
through Twitter. The discussion was
marked by strong negative sentiment
less cohesive than for other types of

Twitter topics. Moreover, a significant
portion of the discussion reflected
broadcast news of ongoing events,
with most influential users and tweets
delivering news and a large propor-

Figure 3. Twitter topics by category.
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#oscars

michael_steele william_daley
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Politics

Entertainment
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hosni_mubarak
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mubarak

omar_suleiman
#nokmsft
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vasco

#newtwitter

Sports
clay_guida

wp7

google_translate

#superbowl

Figure 4. Twitter networks covering Egypt compared with other Twitter topics.
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